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QUESTION: 69
Which three statements are correct after implementing security context in ClearQuest? (Choose
three.)

A. The security features restrict user access to records in a database based on membership to user
groups.
B. Only one security context field can be defined per record type.
C. The security context field references a security context record, which contains data that
determines whichusers can see or change the record.
D. The security context record can be state-based or stateless.

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 70
To implement a defect and change tracking process in IBM Rational ClearQuest, which three
activities are required? (Choose three.)

A. define state transition matrix for each state-based record type
B. declare a group of available actions for each record type
C. apply mandatory packages to each record type
D. create at least one state-based record type
E. determine the operations and transition rules at each state of a state-based record type

Answer: A, B, E

QUESTION: 71
When a user designs a form by dragging and dropping a field from the Fields list to the form
layout area, ClearQuest Designer automatically assigns a default control to that field. Which
default control will it assign if the field is a REFERENCE choice list type?

A. Text Box
B. List View
C. List Box
D. Drop-down List Box

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 72
What is the difference between Blank schema and Common schema?

A. Blank schema does not contain any fields, and Common schema contains the minimum set of
required system fields.
B. Blank schema contains only record types to create a schema from scratch, and Common schema
contains fields for tracking defects.
C. Blank schema contains only record types to create a schema from scratch, and Common schema
contains fields and records that are common toall predefined schemas.
D. Blank schema contains the minimum set of required system fields, and Common schema does
not contain any fields.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 73
In ClearQuest, what is the initial step in creating workspace security and folder permission?

A. identify which group has permission to view the folder/query
B. use hooks to control the access
C. raise the feature level of the database from 5 to 6
D. remove or override an implicitly granted Change-Permission permission to give different
permission to a sub-folder

Answer: C

QUESTION: 74
What are the two user privilege requirements for installing ClearQuest? (Choose two.)

A. on Windows, member of the Administrators group
B. a user ID that contains double-bye characters
C. on Linux, as root
D. on UNIX, as admin user

Answer: A, C
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QUESTION: 75
Assuming the user has the right privileges, which two combinations will change the schema when
using Choice list for adding or modifying a field's content? (Choose two.)

A. Dynamic list with Recalculate Choice list
B. Constant list with Recalculate Choice list
C. Dynamic list with Limit to list
D. Constant list with Limit to list

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 76
What are three major characteristics of a change request? (Choose three.)

A. documents proposals for change
B. can contain direct or indirect customer feedback
C. defines the solution to the described issue
D. is related to an existing product or service

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 77
What are three features of IBM Installation Manager? (Choose three.)

A. keeping track of packages that are about to be installed
B. updating and modifying packages that have been installed
C. uninstalling packages, or rolling back to a previous version
D. creating a release area for packages to be installed
E. copying packages to a release area

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 78
What are the main components of ClearQuest Query?
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A. defect changes and enhancements
B. filters and display format
C. charts and reports
D. ClearQuest Navigator and Query results

Answer: B

QUESTION: 79
Which ones are three predefined IBM Rational ClearQuest packages? (Choose three.)

A. EnhancementRequest
B. CharacterSetValidation
C. Defect
D. AuditTrail

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 80
Round trip e-mail is a unique facility in ClearQuest that uses what? Amail exchange service

A. Rational e-mail reader by using CQ mail service
B. CQ Web Services
C. Lotus notes simple services with CQ

Answer: A
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